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Spooky tricks and hilarious treats abound in this retelling of the beloved Halloween special that

comes with holographic foil and embossing on the cover!Celebrate Halloween with Charlie Brown

and the rest of the Peanuts gang! ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Halloween night, which means costumes,

trick-or-treating, bobbing for applesÃ¢â‚¬Â¦and waiting for the Great Pumpkin. Linus is certain that

the Great Pumpkin will rise out of the pumpkin patch to bring toys to all the children of the world.

Could this be the year that it finally happens? Find out in this stunning storybook with an embossed

cover with holographic foil! Ã‚Â© 2015 Peanuts Worldwide LLC
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K-Gr 2Ã¢â‚¬â€•Every fall, one faithful fictional character writes a very important letter to the Great

Pumpkin. And every fall, countless children watch and rewatch the television classic that tells the

story of Schulz's Peanuts characters on Halloween night. This retelling of the beloved Halloween TV

special includes the same costumes, characters, trick-or-treating, and the wait for the Great

Pumpkin. However, this abridged version removes several scenes that Peanuts fans will be sure to

miss. Snoopy's debut as a World War I Flying Ace is relegated to an aside, with the scene of

Schulz's trusty dog seeking the Red Baron and retreating into the French countryside completely



absent from this version. Here, kids don't watch Lucy wake up in the middle of the night to find Linus

asleep in the pumpkin patch. Instead, the text reads, "Linus falls asleep waiting, and later that night

Lucy comes to bring him home and tuck him into his warm bed" over a previous illustration. Those

hoping to read and view all of the familiar parts of the TV special might notice the missing scenes,

while younger listeners and those that are new to the story might enjoy the heart of this beloved

work just the same. Jeralds's bold illustrations are fun and bright and the cover uses catching

holographic foil and embossing, but the adapted text summarizes more than it does share a story.

VERDICT Just as Sally feels robbed of Halloween, some readers may find themselves deprived of a

full, unabridged retelling of this classic. An additional purchase.Ã¢â‚¬â€•Brianne Colombo,

Pequannock Township Public Library, NJ

Charles M. Schulz is a legend. He was the hand and heart behind fifty years of Peanuts, which

featured one of the worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most beloved and recognizable casts of cartoon characters,

until his death in 2000.Kara McMahon is the author of dozens of books for children. She lives in

New York City with her husband, Bryan, and their cats, Friday and Cindy Lou Who, both of which

were adopted from shelters. Supporting animal shelters is a cause she holds close to her heart, and

she hopes that after reading about Friday, more people will make shelters their first stop when

looking for a pet.

Pretty cute.This book is the exact story of It's the Great Pumpkin Charlie Brown. The cover is soft

and glossy, with a newer color style.The inside pages are also glossy and nicely printed.I buy my

boys a book for their birthday every year. I choose the book based on the theme of their party and I

have the guests that come to the party sign their book. This book is perfect as the first few pages

are just a pumpkin notebook paper print.Just really nice version, with a semi old fashioned feel.

A book of the tv special. My daughter loves reading it

Perfect Halloween gift for my nephew

Great purchase. Bought to read at school

Classic Peanuts. Got to love it.



Can't go wrong with Charlie Brown. Thanks for sending this so quickly!

A classic for all ages. My grandkids love it.
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